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Abstract
There are two types of educational approaches: one is student-centered learning and the other is teacher-centered
learning. Each approach has its strengths and challenges. Hence debate arises as to which one is more
appropriate and this makes some educators confused. In the background of globalization and internationalization
of education, the influence of student-centered theory is very profound and far-reaching. Rethinking the
student-centered or teacher centered education is important for the development of modern education. We argue
that the ancient Chinese Tai Chi philosophy may be an alternative approach to mediate this controversy by
helping people to understand the dynamic balance of teaching and learning. According to Tai Chi philosophy,
student may be considered as yin, while teacher as yang. A Tai Chi model of education focuses on the dynamic
interaction of the teacher and the student. Moreover, based on the vision of the Tai Chi philosophy, a number of
classical western education theories may be brought to a new perspective. The combination of the traditional
Chinese philosophies and related western educational theories might open another window for modern
educational theories development. In short, through the perspective of Tai Chi, education is a combination of
interactive factors and approaches rather than a dichotomy of teaching and learning, and it requires wisdom for
dynamic complementary exploration rather than learning as static events in the class.
Keywords: Tai Chi, student-centered, teacher-centered, dynamic balance and integration
1. Introduction
The process of education is influenced by a number of factors, but the two main influences are the student and
the teacher, hence there are two main educational approaches: one that puts student at the center of the learning
process, the other that places teacher in the central role in the education process. These two approaches have
been described as “student-centered” or “teacher-centered” learning.
In recent decades, teacher-centered learning is much-maligned, while student-centered learning, especially in
pedagogical aspects, has been praised highly and promoted. However, just as the challenges facing traditional
teacher-centered learning, the practice of student-centered learning is not without problems. Controversy over
the two types of learning has never ceased. In the era of globalization and internationalization of education, the
influence of student-centered learning theory is very deep and far-reaching. However, teacher-centered approach
has been practiced with a long history, hence debate also arises and this makes some educators perplexed or
frustrated. Rethinking the balance of student-centered or teacher-centered education is important to the
development of modern education.
2. Definition: Review and Renew
Student-centered learning or teaching, also known as learner-centered education, can be traced back to the
progressive education movement in the early part of the 20th century and in constructivist learning theories.
Progressivism, Social Reconstructionism, and Existentialism place the learner at the center of the educational
process (Sadker & Zittleman, 2006). The student-centered approach is often considered as the core feature of
“progressive education” or “Constructivist Learning.”
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2.1 Student-Centered Learning Model
The narrow definition of the student-centered model is that students dominate how, what, and when learning
occurs. In Chall’s (2000) description, the student-centered model “tends to view learning as good in and of itself
and as a source of pleasure. If learning is not controlled too much by teachers, schools, and parents, it will come
naturally to the learner” (p. 6). In a student-centered classroom, the teacher’s role is to serve mainly as a
facilitator for student-directed learning. Under this philosophy it is regarded as a bad practice for teachers to
actually do much teaching. They are suggested to act as “the guide on the side” rather than “the sage on the stage”
(King, 1993; Cunningham, 2008).
What is worth mentioning is that there is a growing trend toward an over generalizing definition of the
student-centered approach. It seems that every pedagogy which attaches importance to the positive roles of
students has been labeled as student-centered, such as collaborative/cooperative learning,
project-based/problem-based learning (PBL), reflective learning, authentic learning, and discovery leaning, etc..
There are teachers who lead and direct most parts of the class, but they prefer to describe their class as of a
student-centered style because they think they have tried to meet students’ needs and assist students in
accordance with their individual aptitude. But in fact, some of the above learning styles have significant
characteristics of a teacher-centered approach, and there is an overlap between a student-centered and a
teacher-centered approach in real educational situations.
2.2 Teacher-Centered Learning Model
Teacher-centered learning is a traditional education model. In the west, it may have its origin in Socratic inquiry,
developed from Plato’s Socratic Dialogues. Socrates, the ancient Greek master, asked carefully crafted questions
that would lead students to an understanding of their own. “While this method is very teacher centered, the
student, with the instructor’s guidance, does the exploring and discovering” (Halstead, 2011). Two philosophies,
essentialism and perennialism, are claimed as teacher-centered philosophies (Masouleh & Jooneghani, 2012).
Scholars argue that a key function of school is to root young people in the essential knowledge for good
citizenships, the learning of the basics. Perennialism focuses on the values associated with reason, and it is also
the basic content of education. The teacher is the one to direct the class, promote high academic standards and
discipline, and lead student practice and rehearsal of the basics. The content is not selected because of student
interest but because it represents the essentials and perennials (Bull, 2014). In China, teacher-centered learning
has long been the tradition, as teachers are endowed with the role of “passing on the Tao, teaching expert
knowledge and answering students’ questions.”
The teacher-centered learning model is generally considered as a model of “instruction that is formal, controlled,
and autocratic in which the instructor directs how, what, and when student learn” (Dupin-Bryant, 2004, p. 42).
Teacher-centered learning comes in a variety of forms, such as direct instruction, which operates under several
assumptions: students need direction and close supervision in order to maximize their learning; the amount of
instructional and engaged time should be maximized; classrooms should be structured in such a way that the
teacher is in control; and appropriate questioning techniques should be employed (Cunningham, 2008).
As mentioned above, the concept of student-centered learning has become overextended. Some approaches with
characteristics of teacher-centered learning are often labeled as student-centered. For instance, Socratic inquiry is
considered by some scholars a student-centered approach, because it involves question-based engagement of
students. “The Socratic method of teaching is a student-centered approach that challenges learners to develop
their critical thinking skills and engage in analytic discussion” (Coffey, n.d., para.1). While others insist that
Socratic inquiry is teacher-centered in that the teacher selects and delivers the questions (Halstead, 2011).
2.3 Definition Reconsidered
Identity is a complex concept that can be understood differently in different disciplines. In some situations, it is
difficult to find an agreed-upon definition of an absolute “student-centered” or “teacher-centered” learning
approach. While these two approaches can be integrated in some cases, things may get confusing for those who
are used to putting ideas into crisp and non-overlapping categories.
In fact, in most of the effective classrooms these two approaches are blended and used alternately. In the context
of pedagogy, being at the “center” is generally defined in terms of the source of authority and controlling in the
process of education. However, we will argue that this does not mean teacher hegemony or holding more power.
“Student-centered” might look similar to the medical treatment term “patient-centered,” which does not mean
patients should decide on a treatment plan for themselves even though the plan would be very highly
individually based. In this article, we do not intend to draw an exact dividing line between student-centered and
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teacher-centered model, neither do we favor which one of the two. We argue that it is a false choice to make
between student-centered and teacher-centered approach. Education should be an endeavor embracing the
oneness of teaching and learning. We prefer to describe education as an integrated whole which transcends the
polarization of student-centered or teacher-centered teaching and learning.
3. The Debate of Student-Centered versus Teacher-Centered Learning
Teaching strategy is a complicated issue. There are plenty of discussions about the distinction between
teacher-centered and student-centered pedagogy. Each pedagogy has its own unique qualities and shortcomings,
strengths and challenges. As a result, the debate on student-centered versus teacher-centered education has
prevailed for many decades. In recent decades, a great deal has been written on the shortages of teacher-centered
education. For example:


Teacher-centered pedagogy does not encourage students to interact with each other as they learn. When
students work alone, they do not learn to collaborate with other students, and communication skills may
suffer (Concordia University – Portland, 2013).



Teacher-centered instruction can get boring for students. Students “are bored because there is little
flexibility to spend more time and energy on those subjects that interest them most. Everybody is
expected to learn the same material, at the same pace” (Education & Evolving, 2008, p. 3).



Students’ minds may wander, or they may be out of mind, or miss important facts. “Anyone who has to
sit through a long routine -- including a teacher's presentation -- is bound to drift off at some point”
(Frondeville, 2009, para.3).



Teacher-centered instruction doesn’t allow students to express themselves, ask questions and direct
their own learning. “Teacher-centered teaching mode…suppress the students’ passion and initiative”
(Gao, 2013, p. 1463).

However, the practice of student-centered education is not without problems. Opponents argue that there are
many weaknesses of student-centered education:


Students will become confused at the beginning level. Gaining self-study ability from a tutor is very
necessary for an inexperienced learner, even though exploring and inquiring for knowledge is a leaner’s
own business. Sometimes an inspiring instructor is like a map or a guide. Without the navigation of
experienced instructors, inexperienced learners might get lost in the world of large amounts of
information, and it is hard for them to navigate an integrated education pathway which is fundamental
for complex theory study, especially in science and engineering education. “Student-centered
approaches rarely consider the actual knowledge being taught and learnt. There is little consideration of
how the disciplinary knowledge is constructed and what norms and values underpin such constructions”
(Mckenna, 2013, p. 1).



Impeding students’ academic achievement. Some research analysis concluded that “the traditional,
teacher-centered approach generally produced higher academic achievement than the progressive,
student-centered approach” (Chall, 2000, p. 171). “As the curriculum is designed by the teacher, it
becomes easy to achieve the desired goals” (Umar, 2013). “In contrast to direct instruction,
learner-centered techniques do not have a record of increasing academic achievement; they may, in fact,
impede its development…Unfortunately, the progressive/constructivist approach is markedly inferior to
traditional, ‘teacher-centered’ pedagogy, particularly when it comes to teaching students important
skills like reading and math” (Cunningham, 2008, p. 3)



Inefficiency in teaching and learning. Teaching efficiency has been submerged by an overemphasis on
student-centered pedagogy. Placing too much emphasis on student-centered pedagogy may induce
problems with distraction, purposelessness and lacking of self-control. The “attractive and colorful”
student-centered classrooms did not live up to expectations. “…the result too often is a rising tide of
noise and disorder. The upshot is the most fearful waste of precious time in the school day” (Spencer,
2001, para. 13-14). In the case of China, some Chinese teachers argue that adopting student-centered
pedagogy is very challenging in China, as China has the largest population (over 1.3 billion) in the
world, and class size, especially in some classrooms of general courses, is very big. Such a large
number makes it hard to apply the student-centered pedagogy, such as pair work, group work, or
role-play (Luo, 2010).



Leading to school anxiety. It is an undisputable fact that students are different in characteristics, and
there are always some introverted students who are smart but quiet, withdrawn or timid. They prefer to
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be learning quieetly or on theirr own pace. Hoowever, in a sttudent-centereed class, these students might feel
unncomfortable, anxious and sstressed out w
when group work and presenttation pedagoggies are daily used.
u
Some shy studdents find this pedagogy coonfusing, overw
whelming or jjust plain annnoying. Some even
suuffer from school phobia duee to the above reasons.
A numberr of scholars review
r
the studdent-centered model througgh the lens of cultural capitaal, social classs and
critical racce theory. Theey argue that the student-ceentered modell is not suitedd to the elemeentary educatio
on of
working-class and lowerr-class families, especially thhose below thee poverty levell. In Spencer’ss (2001) wordss, “In
countries that teach subbstantive, sequuenced curricuula, the vocabbulary/knowleddge gap narroows by the en
nd of
schooling. But in the United
U
States,, it actually ggrows...Knowinng their childdren’s deprivaations, many black
b
teachers aand parents seee the messagge of white pprogressive teaachers that teeaching facts and skills inh
hibits
understandding and creattivity as ‘just another racisst ploy to keepp African-Am
mericans downn’ ” (para. 26; 29).
Spencer (22001) worriedd about this sittuation is a hidden failure, w
which is all tooo widely repllicated nationw
wide.
“Deeply iindoctrinated administrators
a
s, teachers, annd their like-m
minded academ
mic allies aree so committe
ed to
progressivvism that they will
w not even eexplore, outsidde that box, how
w schools couuld do better foor deprived children.
What an irrony that ‘proggressives,’ oncce seen as libeerating, democcratizing influeences in educaation, have bec
come
the ‘establlishment,’ stubbbornly dogmaatic and self-prrotective, at thee expense of our neediest chiildren” (para. 30).
3
The abovee situation is not
n an isolated phenomenon. Mckenna (20013) in South A
Africa argues in his article, “The
Dangers oof Student-Cenntered Learninng – A Caution about Blinnd Spots in thhe Scholarshipp of Teaching
g and
Learning,”” that student--centered apprroaches are offten undertakeen within the dominant autoonomous disco
ourse
where studdent success or
o failure is seen to result from characteeristics inherennt in the studeent. The stude
ent is
understoodd as an indivvidual rather tthan as a meember of a laarger social grroup and therre is equally little
acknowleddgement of thhe socially constructed naature of univeersities and tthe practices within them. The
autonomouus learner disccourse, if takenn to its logical conclusion in relation to thee high failure aand dropout rattes in
the universsities in South Africa, can bee revealed to bbe both elitist aand racist (Mckkenna, 2013).
4. Relation
nship between
n Teaching an
nd Learning tthrough a Taii Chi Perspecttive
In the debbate of student-centered veersus teacher--centered learnning, there iss an assumptiion that these two
educationaal approaches are strictly opppositional to eeach other. It is a dichotomyy of either blacck or white. In fact,
in most edducational scennarios, teacherrs and studentts have shared responsibilitiees and made eendeavors toge
ether.
Hence, it iis best for teacchers to use a dynamic com
mbination of thhe two approacches and adapt their strategiies to
make suree each student achieve learniing and make progress. A ddynamic balance between stuudent-centered
d and
teacher-centered approaches is desirabble. Based on this assumptiion, what doess “a dynamic balance” mean? Is
there any m
model to realizze it? We hereeby suggest thaat the ancient Chinese Tai C
Chi philosophyy may shed light on
an integrattive approach.
Tai Chi thhinking can be traced back too the period off ancient China 6000 years aago (Ming, 2009) and its original
expressionn began to takee shape 2500-33000 years agoo in the text of I Ching (also known as the C
Classic of Cha
anges
or Book off Changes in English) and Tao Te Chingg. The word of Tai Chi wass firstly introdduced in the Daoist
D
classic Zhuuangzi (Circa 3rd century B
B.C.E). Tai Chhi also appears in the Xici, coommentary to the I Ching, about
a
the 3rd century B.C.E.. The Chinese character for T
Tai means “suupreme; great; extreme; verry”, and Chi means
m
“pole; extrreme; the utmoost point.” Com
mmon Englishh translations oof this Chinesee word are phonetic transcrip
ptions
“Tai Chi” or “Taiji”; orr some literal pparaphrases suuch as “Suprem
me Ultimate” (Zhang & Ryyden, 2002), “G
Great
Ultimate” (Robinet, 2008), etc..

Figure 1. T
The Tai Chi Diaagram
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Tai Chi w
was representedd by the circlee divided into yin (the blackk half) and yaang (the white half), as show
wn in
Figure 1, which descriibes how twoo apparently opposite or ccontrary forcees are actuallly complemen
ntary,
interconneected, and interrdependent in the natural woorld, and how they give risee to each otherr as they interrrelate
to one anoother. “All thinngs carry the yyin at its back and the yang iin front” (Tao Te Ching, Chhapter 42). The
e Tao
tells us thhat the world is
i composed oof two compleementary oppoosites: yin andd yang. In natture, yin and yang
combine inn patterns of light
l
and dark,, male and fem
male, acidity aand alkalinity ((PH), and so oon. If yin and yang
are “withoout unity, all thhings can not bbe produced annd will becomee extinct” (Taoo Te Ching, Chhapter 39). Yin
n and
yang can bbe thought of as
a complementtary (rather thaan opposing) fforces that interact to form a dynamic syste
em of
balance in which the whhole is greater tthan the assem
mbled parts.
Tai Chi iss a unity of oppositeness
o
aand complemenntation. Accorrding to Tai C
Chi philosophhy, student ma
ay be
consideredd as “yin”, while teacher as “yang.” A Taii Chi model off education foccuses on the ddynamic intera
action
of the teaccher and the stuudent, and it trranscends the ddichotomy of sstudent-centereed and teacherr-centered teaching.
Varying annd adapting are the core sppirit of Tai Chhi philosophy. The subjectivve position bettween teacherss and
students iss not immutablle. They may shift reciprocaally in accordaance with diffeerent individuaals. “The reciprocal
transformaation of contraaries is the moovement of Tao” (反者道之动) (Tao Te C
Ching, Chapterr 40). The dyn
namic
and mutuaal transformatiion of teacherr-centered andd student-centeered teaching characterizes a Tai Chi insp
pired
educationaal philosophy.

Figuree 2. Double nuucleuses of the Tai Chi modeel
The Tai C
Chi model as a dynamic moddel has “doublle nucleuses” that evolve into its contraryy half. It appea
ars in
figure 1 thhat there is a bllack dot in the white half andd a white dot inn the black haalf. The “doublle nucleuses” of
o the
Tai Chi m
model indicate that
t
in yin theere is an elemeent of yang, annd in yang theere is an elemeent of yin, and they
can be traansformed intoo each other and they are perpetually iin interactive motions. We posit the “do
ouble
nucleuses”” phenomenonn stands for thee collaborativee harmony in teacher-studentt relationships in that “you are
a in
my mind aand I am in yoour mind,” andd education maay be viewed aas a shared proocess growingg out of interac
ctions
among teaachers and studdents.
There is a white nucleuus in the blacck half (Figurre 2). As it iss mentioned aabove, the whhite dot (i.e. yang)
y
symbolizes the teacher while
w
the blackk dot symbolizzes the studentt (i.e. yin). Thee black half w
with a white nucleus
indicates sstudent-centereed approach innvolving a teaccher’s effort, aand it should not exist as a seeparate approa
ach in
the absencce of teachers who play an active role in organizing, diirecting and counseling. Insstead, it sets higher
requiremennt for teaching skills. If a teacher can nnot guide a stuudent-centeredd classroom, thhe teaching effforts
would be w
worse than a traditional
t
teaccher-centered classroom, whhich has clear teaching plan and goals, and the
teacher dirrects all classrroom activitiess, so that theyy do not have to worry that students will miss an impo
ortant
topic for leearning.
By contraast, there is a black nucleeus enclosed within the w
white area (F
Figure 2). It indicates thatt the
teacher-centered half doesn’t mean neglecting studennts’ existence.. The black nuucleus symbolizzes teaching with
w a
focus on thhe diversity off student’s racee, interest, perrsonal characteeristics, backgrround knowleddge, or any number
of other ffactors, includiing what Garddner’s theory of multiple inntelligences ddescribes (Garddner, 1999). Great
G
teachers aare always insspiring teacherrs. Regarding this condenseed student nuccleus, great teeachers are always
looking foor possible approaches that arre most benefiicial for all of ttheir students, by using diffeerentiated strategies
adapting too the unique needs, interests, and abilities of each studennt.
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The Tai Chi model of “double nucleuses” separately appearing in the contrary half may explain why there is an
overlap between student-centered approach and teacher-centered approach in real educational contexts. “Some
may use the term teacher-centered while having a practice that embraces many elements of a learner-centered
approach. Just as common is the teacher who is proud of being learner-centered, but also has strong convictions
about having some of the control or the curricular focus common in a teacher-centered philosophy. In the end, it
isn’t especially important to know where we fit” (Bull, 2014, para. 13). That is to say, we do not need to be
entangled in the endless debates on who should be in the center and who should be in the periphery. Harmony
and dynamic balance may be the ideal state of teaching-learning relationships.
In brief, Tai Chi partnership between teachers and students contributes to the building of a collaborative
educational culture. In most cases in the classroom, it is best to have a combination of teacher-centered and
student-centered approaches. When both approaches are synthetically used, it will in turn help students learn
better and both teachers and students become active participants in the teaching-learning exchange. Students will
benefit from the positive effects of both types of education while problems such as the negative effect of student
passivity in teacher-centered education, or the loss of direction in a completely student-centered classroom, are
effectively addressed, and an integrative, balanced educational culture is achieved.
5. Four Dimensions of the Pedagogic Tai Chi Model
Students are very different from one to another. Educators should try to cater to individual differences by making
use of these differences. Many researchers support this opinion. For example, Howard Gardner’s Theory of
Multiple Intelligences expands the concept of intelligence to seven categories beyond the traditional recognized
verbal and computational intelligences (Gardner, 1999). Marton and Booth’s Theory of Variation argues that
there is no single way to understand, experience or think about a particular phenomenon; indeed there is
considerable variation in people’s discernment. In learning, individual students make sense of new concepts in
different ways, according to their existing understandings and frameworks of knowledge (Tong, 2012).
Education is an interactive process, hence there are no fixed patterns. Teacher-centered and student-centered
learning may shift oppositely according to a variety of situations. We try to explore these situations and the rules
of shifting. Specific to actual practice of teaching and learning, a Tai Chi model may be interpreted to comprise
four pairs of dimensions: Teaching and Non-Teaching; Knowledge and Skills; Learning and Exploring;
Permissiveness and High Expectation.
In the sections below, we try to explore these situations and the rules of shifting, maintaining a dynamic
connection between education and personal experience.
5.1 Teaching and Non-Teaching
Teaching is for non-teaching. One of the most important goals of teaching is to help students to acquire
self-learning skills, which we call the “non-teaching” aspect of education, e.g., the expectation that students will
become self-directed learners as they mature and gain content knowledge. Let’s take infant feeding as an
example. At the beginning, a newborn baby does not have the ability to judge what kind of liquid she should
choose to drink: natural breast milk or synthetic milk? It is hard for a neonate to choose. Teaching sometimes is
like infant feeding. For those novices, if the teaching activities begin with student-centered pedagogy, it may put
them into an uncertain, bewildered and lost state. An experienced teacher may give specific suggestions on
learning to different types of pupils at the beginning. When a learner has acquired self-learning abilities
step-by-step, the student-centered pedagogy becomes more necessary and relevant, and it is then the
teacher-centered approach may transit into adopting a student-centered approach.
As in a Chinese saying, “Getting start requires the guide of a skilled master, one is excelling or not depends on
the apprentice herself” (师傅领进门,修行在个人). The aim of teaching is to help students develop their
self-learning capability to a level of acquiring knowledge and skills by themselves. “The teacher’s job is to help
students progress toward greater levels of independence as a learner. As learners are ready, the teachers
relinquish greater control to the leaners. Learners eventually come to own more of the learning process, even to
the point of being able to select what is to be learned (when appropriate), how to learn it, how to self-monitor for
progress, along with how to assess and prove what is learned. Learners are given growing levels of control over
the time, pace, and path of the learning” (Bull, 2014, para.12). The transition from teaching to non-teaching is
accompanied by shifting from a teacher-centered approach to a student-centered approach, which is a typical
dynamic interaction of Tai Chi movement.
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5.2 Knowledge and Skills
Acquiring knowledge and mastering skills are two important goals of education. Knowledge is a familiarity,
awareness or understanding of someone or something, while skill is the learned ability to carry out a task.
Generally speaking, in the procession of understanding abstract or unintelligible knowledge, a teacher’s
explanation or demonstration might be more efficient than students’ learning on their own. As for skill training,
teacher’s demonstration can not replace students’ drilling. Mastering a skill requires a more student-centered
approach. For instance, if the case is to teach musical knowledge, such as musical notes, rhythm and so on, a
teacher-centered explanation and performance will be more vivid and impressive than letting students to read
musical textbook by themselves. But if the case is to learn how to play piano, students must drill to play the
piano themselves, and the more effective approach must be a student-centered one.
The complexity of this problem is that, even in the case of knowledge teaching or skills training, the subject
position of teacher or student is not absolutely immutable. When students have gained self-learning skills
progressively, and become clearer as to what kind of knowledge they need to pursuit, they may check out
information on their interests in library or via internet by themselves. In this process, teacher-centered pedagogy
has been changing into student-centered pedagogy. Also, it is a typical Tai Chi interaction: two elements give
rise to each other as they interrelate to one another.
5.3 Learning and Exploring
Satisfying curiosity and exploring the unknown world are human instincts. Learning and exploring are two
important essential survival abilities of human beings. They are both equally important. Education is a
combination of learning and exploration. Exploring ability may be developed upon the transfer of acquired
knowledge. Just like a mansion, learning is the basement, and exploring is on a higher level. As an English
saying goes: “No man is his craft’s master the first day,” hence students’ moving from lower levels to higher
levels needs scaffolds which are usually set up with the assistance of teachers. In the beginning, the teacher has a
more authoritative and initiative role than the student, leading the learning process and adjusting the stride length
and giving directions according to the individual level and needs of a student, till she has acquired self-learning
abilities, then in this stage, the student would take more initiatives, and the teacher may transform to be a coach
at the side who need not control the leaning content but instead guide the student’s process of exploring.
As a Chinese saying goes, teachers may be those who “help somebody to get on a horse and escort her for a
certain distance.” As time goes on, at the guide and facilitation of a veteran, the novice would be more skilled
and eventually reach a proficiency level of engaging in free exploration by herself. This changing process is
accompanied by a teacher-centered approach shifting to a student-centered one. This evolutional change
resembles the Tai Chi dynamic transformation movement. If we apply Tai Chi philosophy to the education
sphere, it would become easier to understand and get the essence of the comprehensive application of seemingly
opposite pedagogies.
5.4 Permissiveness and High Expectation
Teacher-centered approach does not mean hegemony by teachers disregarding student initiatives, while
student-centered approach does not mean spoiling students at the cost of compromise on strict requirements.
“Effective teachers care about their kids, while also pressing them to do well…As teachers can show high or low
amounts of care, as well as high or low amounts of press, teachers can relate to students in four distinctly
different ways” (Australian Society for Evidence Based Teaching. n.d. Relational Styles. para. 3-4). The diagram
(Figure 3) about four styles of teacher-student relationships shows that when teachers adopt a high-performance
style of relating to students, the students have better attitudes about school, and they achieve better results
(Australian Society for Evidence Based Teaching. n.d.).
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Figure 33. Four styles oof teacher-studdent relationshiips
(Australiaan Society for Evidence Based Teaching. nn.d.)
On this peerspective dimeensions to view
w pedagogic T
Tai Chi model, permissive attitude and higgh expectation may
seem as ppolar opposites, but in fact they are sharring a dynamiic balance in a Tai Chi moodel of produ
uctive
teacher-stuudents relationnships: Teacheers who forge high-performaance relationshhips care for thheir students while
w
simultaneoously they alloow room for ttheir students to explore andd express them
mselves. This self-consciousness
and awarenness of the dynnamic balancee of permissiveeness and strictness will makke teachers moodify or improv
ve on
their practice.
6. Tai Chii Philosophy Provides
P
a Neew Perspectivee on Western Educational Theories
Tai Chi thhinking is the origin for botth philosophiccal and religioous Taoism, annd has stronglly influenced other
schools, suuch as Legalissm, Confucianism, Chinese B
Buddhism, andd Chinese Kunngfu and Tai C
Chi martial artt. Tai
Chi philossophy has stoood the test of time. Due tto its long history and poppularity, it has been conden
nsed,
expanded, and reinterpreeted in a varietty of ways in C
Chinese culturee.
Also, by uusing the Tai Chi
C philosophyy, some classiccal western eduucation theoriees may be brouught to a new light.
Let’s take the theory of Bloom’s
B
Taxonomy as an exxample. Bloom
m’s Taxonomy was created bby Benjamin Bloom
and severaal colleagues in
i 1948. It is a multi-tiered m
model of classsifying educattion into six leevels of complexity
(Coffey, nn.d.). Till now
w Bloom’s Taxxonomy has bbeen widely uused in educattion for classiffying the leve
els of
intellectuaal behavior impportant in learnning (i.e. Blooom’s Taxonom
my) (Bloom, 19956). Hoping too add relevanc
ce for
students aand teachers in
i the 21st ceentury, a form
mer student of Bloom’s, L
Lorin Andersoon (2001), and
d his
colleaguess, developed thhe taxonomy innto a new version in 2001. Inn the revised taaxonomy (Figuure 4), there arre six
levels in thhe taxonomy, moving throuugh the lowestt thinking ordeer processes too the highest tthinking order.. The
lowest three levels are: Rememberingg, Understandiing, and Applyying. The highhest three leveels are: Analy
yzing,
Evaluatingg, and Creatingg.
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Figuree 4. Original B
Bloom’s Taxonnomy and its reevised versionn (Coffey, n.d.))
vised
Comparedd with the origginal version, the features of student-centered learninng is emphasized in the rev
version. Foor instance, the bottom levell of the originaal version is a neutral word ““knowledge”, w
while it changed to
be “remem
mbering” in thee revised versiion, and the loogical subject oof rememberinng is student. T
The revised version
is obviously a typical stuudent-centeredd model. The nnew version’s tterms are definned as:


R
Remembering: Retrieving, reecognizing, annd recalling rellevant knowleddge from long--term memory.



U
Understandingg: Constructingg meaning froom oral, writteen, and graphic messages thhrough interpre
eting,
exxemplifying, classifying,
c
sum
mmarizing, infferring, compaaring, and expllaining.



A
Applying: Carrrying out or ussing a procedurre through exeecuting, or impplementing.



A
Analyzing: Breeaking materiaal into constituuent parts, dettermining how
w the parts rellate to one another
annd to an overaall structure or purpose througgh differentiatting, organizinng, and attributting.



E
Evaluating: Maaking judgmennts based on crriteria and stanndards throughh checking andd critiquing.



C
Creating: Puttiing elements toogether to form
m a coherent oor functional w
whole; reorganizing elementss into
a new pattern or structure throough generatinng, planning, oor producing (A
Anderson & K
Krathwohl, 2001, pp.
67-68).

The reviseed Bloom’s Taxonomy
T
is a model desscribed from tthe perspectivve of student--centered learning.
However, as we have posited,
p
educaation is an intteraction betw
ween students and teachers, hence the rev
vised
Bloom’s T
Taxonomy onlyy reflects the sstudent’s unilatteral action. A
As shadow cannnot exist withoout light, learniing is
more or leess the symbiottic partnershipp of teaching aand learning. W
When the philoosophy of Tai C
Chi is incorporated
into Bloom
m’s Taxonomyy, the other coommensal part of a teacher-ccentered approoach would be factored in, which
w
brings fortth an integratedd education m
model consistingg of both studeents and teacheers as dynamicc players.
Viewed frrom a Tai Chii perspective, the revised B
Bloom’s Taxonnomy may be deduced intoo a Tai Chi model.
m
Corresponnding to the sixx student-centeered levels of tthe revised Blooom’s Taxonoomy, we develoop the other hiidden
part of sixx teacher-centeered levels, witth teachers’ rooles going from
m being directiive to be increeasingly facilittative
as studentss acquire theirr autonomy in learning (see F
Figure 5). We draw this new
w model in the shape of a Tai Chi
diagram too illustrate an integrative edducation system
m involving tthe joint effortts of both teacchers and stud
dents.
Coincidingg with the revvised Bloom’ss Taxonomy, tthe other com
mmensal levels from lowest to the highestt are:
instructingg, explaining, directing,
d
coacching, consultinng, and facilitaating.
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Figure 5.
5 New versionn of the revisedd Bloom’s Taxxonomy in Taii Chi perspectiive


nstructing: innterpreting abstract concepts, showing the knowledge m
map, providing instruction on how
In
too grasp the bassic essentials oof a complex knnowledge systtem.



E
Explaining: making
m
(an ideaa, situation, orr problem) cleaar and easier tto be understood by describiing it
inn more details or revealing reelevant facts oor ideas.



C
Coaching: settting an exam
mple, demonstrrating and shhowing the waay to apply kknowledge; giving
coommands or innstruction in thhe training andd operation to iimprove a skilll.



G
Guiding: playiing the role ass a tutor, helpping students tto summarize, guiding or diirecting studen
nts to
annalyze indepenndently and to draw a concluusion.



C
Counseling: giiving counsel oor advice, helpping students tto evaluate, reethink, and maake judgments. The
teeacher is alwayys there to assiist, but refrain to give answeers.



F
Facilitating: the
t
teacher attending as an instigatoor, a friend, accompanyinng students with
enncouragementt, guidance, holding open disscussions, or soometimes playying as a collabborative partne
er.

From the llower level to the higher leveel, the teacher’s role changes from strong tto weak. In thee Figure 4, the
e area
of black (yyin, i.e. learninng) or white (yyang, i.e. teacching) in differrent level represents the subj
bjective roles of
o the
student or the teacher. The
T larger the area is, the m
more positive rrole the teacheer or the studeent plays, and vice
versa. For example, in thhe top level off “creating and facilitating,” tthe black area is larger than that of the whiite. It
indicates tthat in the staage of creatinng and innovaation, students play more innitiating and ppositive roles than
teachers. W
While in the baase level of “remembering aand constructinng,” the white area is larger than the black
k one,
which inddicates teacherrs should play a more authooritative role tto provide knowledge, helpping students to
t be
aware of tthe fundamenttals of a know
wledge system,, in case that some studentss do not know
w what they sh
hould
know at thhe first beginniing. While it seems that the aarea of black aand white are oopposite from each other, the Tai
Chi approoach indicates education is a shared inteeraction betweeen teachers aand students in which both
h are
responsible for pushing forward. In shhort, the revisedd Bloom’s Taxxonomy reconnstructed with T
Tai Chi philosophy
may help bring about thhe dynamic w
wholeness of eeducation whicch is a coordiination of the endeavors of both
students annd teachers.
7. Conclussion
Education is a processs of interactioon between teeachers and sttudents, whichh deserves m
more attention than
engaging in incessant argument
a
abouut which grouup should dom
minate the ceenter. Accordinng to the Taii Chi
philosophyy, teaching annd learning maay look like tw
wo contrary foorces but in acctuality they aare complemen
ntary,
interconneected, and interrdependent in education. Teaaching and leaarning give risee to each otherr as they interrrelate
to one anoother. The dyynamic exchannge of teacherr-centered and student-centeered pedagogyy forms an org
ganic
complemeentary system in
i which the w
whole is greaterr than the assem
mbled parts.
Respectingg the differencce of individuual students, thhe Tai Chi phhilosophy acknnowledges thaat every individual
possesses a unique blennd of multiplee intelligences.. The teachingg style may trransform in acccordance with
h the
different aaptitude of inddividual studennts as well as the different ddevelopmentall stages of thee students. In other
words, edducation is a highly individualized proccess. Even in the same claass with the same teacher, the
pedagogies should dynam
mically vary aaccording to the individual diifferences of thhe students.
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The subjective position between teachers and students may transform reciprocally. Just as every student is
different, every education strategy to fit students’ needs is also ever-changing. Students will be better served by a
broader vision of education, wherein teachers use a variety of methodologies, exercises and activities to reach all
students, not only those who excel at linguistic and logical intelligence. Providing effective education challenges
educators to find “ways that will work for this student learning this topic” (Gardner, 1999, p.154). Introducing
Tai Chi thinking into education may help educators to deal with educational challenges with highly personalized
approaches. Tai Chi thinking helps educators to understand the relationship between teaching and learning with a
dialectical view. Further, Tai Chi thinking advocates adapting and coordinating, which helps to match teaching
method and students' individual needs and levels. Last but not least, beyond the dichotomy of teacher-centered
and student-centered model, Tai Chi thinking resists a unipolar approach while promoting harmonious symbiosis,
a dynamic balance of various pedagogies, and dynamic adaption of teaching and learning, which is expected to
help students learn effectively and achieve educational successes.
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